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Essence of Separation of Powers
§ Republican constitutionalism abhors monopolies.
§

The accumulation of power, legislative, executive and judiciary in the same
hands whether of one , a few, or many and whether hereditary, self-appointed,
or elective may justly be pronounced as the very definition of tyranny

§ That the State functions optimally when the
decision-making powers are dispersed.
§ Hence the separation of the rule-making, rule
implementation rule adjudication functions.
§ Mirrors Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations to the
effect that division of labour produces efficiency in
markets and industry- hence specialisation.
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Separation of Powers & Economic

Development.
Economic Development
§ Economic development broader than econ growth which
shows in increased GDP, and economic matrices.
§ Economic growth is vital but insufficient to ensure
development.
§ Development requires social and economic progress in the
overall state of a society over time.
§ Amartya Sen- Development as Freedom. It is about
creating freedom for the citizenry simultaneously with the
removal of obstacles to freedom.
§ The obstacles include: Poverty, corruption, poor
governance, lack of education and poor health conditions.
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Separation of Powers & Econ Development in COK 2010

§ Human Rights entitlements
v Article 21- Shared obligation of the State and all state agencies to observe, protect,
promote and ensure fulfilment of the Human Rights under the COK.
v State required to institute Policy (Executive) , legislation (Parliament) to enforce Econ
and Social Rights under Article 43.
v Articles 22 and 23 provides for enforcement mechanisms through the Judiciary.
v Article 25 on non-derogable rights- Rights against torture, slavery, cruel and inhuman
treatment, fair trial and order of habeas corpus.
v Rejection of Human Rights/Econ Development dichotomy as false.
v Examples- Mitubell Judgment (SC Pet No. 3 of 2018)by the Supreme Court in Jan 2021Right to housing.
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Public Resource Utilisation
§ Management of Public Land and the National Land Commission.
v Article 67 empowers it to manage Public Land on behalf of National and
County Governments and oversight over land use planning- Noting the
corruption and efficiencies that were hitherto existent on alienation of public
land (e.g. compensation for Compulsory acquisition).- Under supervision of
Judiciary to ensure prompt and fairness in compensation.
v Article 68 – Parliament to legislate on Land Policy

§ Article 69- State to ensure policies on environment, Parliament to
legislatie and Judciary to enforce or address environmental abuse.
§ Natural Resource Agreements – Ratification by Parliament(Art.71)
§ Establishment of Equalisation Fund-Article 204- state sanctioned
inequity militates against development.
§ Principles of Equity in public resource utilization in Article 201 e.g.
equal taxation burden and equal sharing of resources between national
and County Govts.
§ Fairness and equity in procurement of goods and services in Art.227(1)
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Independent Commissions
§ The KNHRC&EC -Article 59- to monitor equity and equality inall
spheres of Kenyan life.
§ Establishment of EACC- Article 79
§ Establishment of SRC-Equity and fairness within the public serviceArt.230(5)
§ Establishment of the CRA-Article 216 and sharing of revenue and
determination of bases of the sharing.
Weak links that militate against Econ Development
§ Land rights of non-citizens limitation to leasehold of 99 years (even
public companies where a single non-citizen renders it a foreign
company)
§ Art. 68 Parliament to Legislate on maximum & minimum acreage
ownership of private land- attempted response to grabbing but again
unviable as econ policy
§ Very agrarian outlook of land as the ultimate form of property and no
economic sensibility.
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CONCLUSION
§ On the whole the COK creates a charter that is conscious
on the need for shared responsibilities by different organs
to ensure freedom as a component of development.

§ Thank you.
§ Q&A
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